Celebrate Your Wedding Like a ‘Royal’
with the Brand New Collection at
LoveWeddingBands.com
NEW YORK, N.Y., April 11 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The wedding season is just
around the corner and many couples are planning the big day. Love is in the
air but there is one problem: Where are you going to go to get that one of
kind wedding bands to celebrate the occasion? Burser LLC, a leading online
retailer of wedding rings, has the answer to your problems. They have just
launched a brand new collection of wedding rings on LoveWeddingBands.com .
There are 850 new wedding bands and 300 his-and-hers models. All the new
wedding rings come in yellow gold and two tones. There are also platinum
wedding rings available for those who want a really unique look.
You can see videos for all the models. This is not just a photo shoot like
most websites but a complete video. This really gives you a chance to see the
product and make an educated choice before you buy.
Love Wedding Bands do not just carry wedding rings they also carry engagement
rings to commemorate your union. They are both an online store and also a
manufacturer of wedding bands. This allows them to customize jewelry and make
your very own unique looking ring, which will not be worn by any other
couple.
They also offer complimentary services like free engraving. If you have a
special quote or motto that only you and your partner share, Love Wedding
Bands will engrave it in any style on your wedding rings for free. Polishing
and finishing is also free. There are a number of finishes to choose from
including matte, shiny, sandstone and many more. This is a free service.
Sizing is also free. There is nothing like the disappointment of finding that
your beautiful wedding band does not fit. Love Wedding Bands makes sure that
you are fully satisfied.
About Love Wedding Bands:
Love Wedding Bands was founded in 1994. Since then it has become one of the
largest online retailers for platinum wedding rings and every type of gold
wedding rings imaginable. Quality and excellent customer service are the
hallmarks of this company.
It is family owned and has a reputation of doing business with old fashioned
ethics. Customer satisfaction is their priority. They are unique in the fact
that they are also a manufacturer. This enables them to undercut competition,
provide a better selection and create unique wedding bands for their
customers. “If diamonds are a girl’s best friend then Love Wedding Bands is
the most popular company on earth,” said Erdem Alganatay, CEO and co-founder
of LoveWeddingBands.

For the future they are planning to expand their product line and reach to
become the largest online wedding jewelry store, and are currently developing
3D HD product photos and videos of the product lines. Learn more at
http://LoveWeddingBands.com .
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